General Policies
All attendees, staff, volunteers, and sponsors will be required to submit a waiver with self-screening questions prior to arrival at the course. Waiver will include the clause:

“COVID-19 is an extremely contagious disease that can lead to severe illness and death. An inherent risk of exposure to COVID-19 exists in any public place regardless of precautions that may be taken. By participating in the Event, you agree to assume all risks associated with COVID-19 and other infectious and/or communicable diseases, viruses, bacteria or illnesses.”

All personnel will be required to wear a mask in all public common areas including, but not limited to registration, pro shop, awards presentation, bar, cart/prep area, etc. Masks will be optional for golfers once they are at their starting hole. The bowl will provide a mask should any golfer, volunteer, staff member or sponsor not have one of their own.

All volunteers, staff, and sponsors will receive a supply bag, which includes water, snacks, sanitizing wipes and hand sanitizer.

Registration
All waivers, rules and screening questions will be sent to the golfers ahead of time for them to submit prior to the event, and to decrease contact on site. Those who do not submit prior to arrival will be required to do so at the event. Pens will be separated into a clean and used pile.

There will be multiple check-in tables that will be pre-assigned (alphabetically or otherwise; signage to indicate). Ground decals will be placed to create a mandatory six (6) feet of social distance between those in line. Plexiglass transaction windows will be installed at each of the check-in tables to protect the staff and guests in those areas.

Player Gifts
Golfers will be sent an order form for lululemon in September. Each golfer must submit the order form no later than October 2 for the items to be distributed on-site during event day. All items will be prepared and distributed at check-in. Any items ordered that cost more than the complimentary amount must be paid-in-full prior to check-in.

Golf Bags and Golf Carts
Upon arrival, all players are required to carry their own bags around the west side of the building to the cart-staging area. There is no bag drop. Mountain Shadows staff will assist in directing golfers to their carts. Each foursome will submit a golf cart preference (4-seater, 2 2-seaters, or walk while their bags are driven on a cart) in September. All carts will be sanitized using a kitchen-grade disinfectant before and after each round. Mountain Shadows staff will not clean or move any bags or clubs without permission from the golfer.
Announcements
Pre-round announcements will be sent prior to the tournament to all participants. Each group will be directed to its starting hole when players are loaded into their carts. Each group will have a foursome captain, who will be provided with a script of the traditional announcement. The shotgun will begin precisely at 8:30 am and 1:30 pm, respectively.

Foursome Captains
Each foursome captain will have a card containing the pre-scripted rules, announcements and step-by-step procedures and responsibilities for the round. Each foursome captain will have a tape measure to record closest to the pin distances. Those distances must be listed on the proxy and submitted to the designated phone number. Each foursome captain will have a towel and sanitizing wipes. Foursome captains will be responsible for tending pins with the towel and sanitizing after contact. Foursome captains are required to wear their mask throughout the duration of the round, unless foursome approves the mask to be optional for the Captain.

Green Supervisors
Green supervisors will be responsible for witnessing all shots off the tee on all car and money holes.

Hole Sponsors
Each hole sponsor will be assigned a load-in time to set up its activation and limited to two representatives on the tee box at one time. Load-in for 2020 is relocated to the southwest loading area, near the maintenance facility, to reduce traffic at the clubhouse. Hole sponsors are required to wear a mask when interacting with golfers on the course.

Forrest Wager
The Forrest Wager hole will operate as normal. Fiesta Bowl staff/workers will operate and process all payments with gloves. Golfers will insert their own credit card or pay by cash.

Awards
There will be two whiteboards displaying team and individual prizes outside of the bar area. This area will be stanchioned off and only the posted winners may enter. There will be four tables set up outside on the lower patio for the winners to fill out their W-9 forms and to claim their prizes. Plexiglass transaction windows will be installed to protect the staff and guests in those areas. Pens will be separated into a clean and used pile. Ground decals will be placed to create a mandatory six (6) feet of social distance between those in line.

Million-Dollar Shot
Only operational staff and the four contestants will be allowed on the tee box and green of the million-dollar shot. All other personnel will be required to socially distance.
Lunch
Lunch will be provided in a to-go container. Those playing in the morning round will receive their lunch as they leave the course. Those who are playing in the afternoon round will receive their lunch as they load the cart and will eat at the starting hole. Lunch for staff and volunteers will only be provided for those working both rounds. Those working one shift will be provided a snack.

Parking/Shuttle
There will be plenty of parking for all golfers, staff and volunteers. Should there be a need for additional parking location for staff and volunteers, a shuttle will be provided as in prior years. All who ride the shuttle will be required to wear a mask while on board. There will also be seat kills to promote social distancing.

Restrooms
The restroom in the pro shop will be closed to limit pro shop traffic. The public restrooms will be located inside the hotel by entering the sliding doors, just off of the patio.

All COVID-19 procedures are subject to change and will be determined in accordance with CDC and state and local guidelines at the time of the event. The updated procedures will be posted on FiestaBowl.org/Par3.